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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the problem of transmission loss allocation has
been studied and a new method for loss allocation in
transaction-based markets has been proposed. To further this
end, first transmission line loss equations were used with
respect to bus injected currents. The share of each bus from
the mentioned transmission line losses was determined. Then,
this method was applied to the total network transmission
lines. While considering the available transactions, the share
of each bus from the total losses was acquired. The proposed
method is based on the main network relations and no
simplifying assumption has been used. Finally, the proposed
method is based on a typical network.
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1. Introduction
In power systems, some percentage of the
transmitted power is always wasted due to
various factors. The main cause of these losses is
a result of the flow of current in ohmic resistance
in the transmission lines. In traditional power
systems having uniform structures, all attempts
were made to minimize the network loss. In
terms of costs, the overall cost of losses is added
to other generation and transmission costs and
constitute the total operation cost of the network.
But in deregulated power systems, any
component of the system poses a separate legal
character and is therefore independent in terms
of income and costs. Thus, determining their
share in total network costs including the losses
is unavoidable [1]. On the other hand, in
deregulated power systems, regardless of
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optimizing losses, another serious question that
crops up is how much of the total cost of losses
should each of the power market players pay. In
the pool-based electricity market, loss allocation
helps to recognize the share of each generation
or consumption unit within the total network
losses. This helps the ISO to receive the losses’
costs from each market participant and return it
to the generation companies (GenCos) [2].
In markets that are based on bilateral or
multilateral transactions, the losses of each
transaction should be specified in the transaction
content and its support source should be
determined. In spite of the immense importance of
loss allocation to the participants, technically and
economically, due to complexity, nonlinear nature
and high dependence of loss function on different
variables, no comprehensive and precise method
which can be practically employed has been
presented so far. Owing to the significance of this
issue, various methods have been published in
papers and most of them have used simple
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assumptions. In the pro rata method [3], which is
the most popular one, the loss is allocated to each
generator or load, depending on its power injection
to the network rather than total network power
injection. In fact, this method does not consider
their location or network topology. So a remote
generator or load that causes more power losses is
treated the same as other near network players.
The proportional sharing principle is based
on a non-provable or disprovable theorem that
assumes that power inflow is proportionally
shared with the outflow power at each network
bus [4]-[5]. This method uses an additional
assumption that 50% of the losses of each
branch can be allocated to their sending and
ending nodes.
References [6] suggest a radial equivalent
network for a transmission system where each
generator may have an individual connection to
all loads. In this way it is possible to separate
system loss. However, the total losses may not be
equal to the real system and may also be too
complicated for real power systems. References
[7]-[8]-[9] trace the losses back from the network
branch to the load. These strategies generally
involve an algorithm to determine how the losses
attributed to generators/loads accumulate as one
traverse through the network. Either the algorithm
allows loss attribution to be specified according to
a user-defined formula, or a loss sharing formula
is implicitly included.
The cooperative game theory was utilized
[10] to allocate transmission costs to wheeling
transactions. A method, based on circuit theory,
has also been proposed to trace power from
either the seller and/or the buyer’s point of view
[11]. In [12], line power flows are first
unbundled into a sum of components, each
corresponding to a bilateral transaction. The
scheme then proposes ways in which the
coupling terms among the components
appearing in the line losses can be allocated to
individual bilateral transactions. In [13] a
process is used whereby individual bilateral
transactions are gradually increased along a
given variable path. Each bilateral transaction
may elect to have its losses supplied by a
separate slack generator.
In [9] starting from an AC load flow
solution, the contributions of all generators to
the flow in each circuit are evaluated and the
same proportion is used to share circuit losses
among them. The Z-bus loss allocation uses the
total system loss formula and tries to write it as
the summation of each bus complex current
injection [14].

Finally, in [15] a loss allocation method has
been introduced in bilateral markets. In order to
apply the loss allocation to transactions, this
method uses the branch current circuit
equations. In this reference, each transaction
contains a sending bus (seller) and several
receiving buses (buyer). The loss allocation
problem in multi-area transmission networks is
studied in [16].
In paper [17], we have proposed a method by
which the share of bus k from the total losses of
the network can be calculated in a pool-based
electricity market. In [18], a simple method is
proposed to trace the active power flows. In Ref
[18] for a given operating point obtained by the
AC load flow, the so-called injection-bus and
extraction bus matrices are formed by the system.
By using the properties of these matrices, three
other matrices are derived, which allow the active
power production of the generators to be
expressed in terms of the active power
consumption of the loads, and vice versa. These
matrices provide the opportunity to determine the
contribution of each generator towards the active
loss of each branch and active power consumed
by each load as well as to allocate the active loss
of each branch to each load. Ref [19] presents a
fast artificial intelligence-based incremental
transmission loss allocation (ITLA) algorithm for
determining the loss quota of any transaction and
participant entity in open access environments. As
a feature selection technique, the decision tree
(DT) method is applied in order to define the
transactions with inconsiderable impact on the
loss quota of each market participant. Then, using
only the effective transactions, an artificial neural
network (ANN) is trained to estimate the loss
quota of each transaction in the market.
In this paper using transmission line loss
equations with respect to bus injected currents,
the share of each bus from the mentioned
transmission line losses has been determined.
Then, this method has been applied to the total
network transmission lines and the share of
each bus from the total losses while considering
the available transaction has been acquired. The
proposed method is based on the main network
relations and no simplifying assumptions have
been used. In the next sections, the proposed
method is studied on a typical network.
2. Bilateral or multilateral transaction-based
markets
In bilateral or multilateral transaction-based
markets, the consumer is treated as a buyer, in
order to receive the required power contracts
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from the generation companies (GenCos).
Similarly, a GenCo is considered as a seller of
power, contracts to the consumers.
For each m (m=1, 2, …, M) a Tm
transaction includes a set of selling entities
(Sm), buying entities, the losses compensation
portion (lm) and the MW amount of the each
transaction which is as follows:



T m  t m , S m , Bm , l m
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For example, consider a network with M
transactions. For bus k, the injected power can
be written as:
M

Pk    km t m   k1t 1   k2 t 2   k3t 3     kM t M
m1

(2)



Ploss m
tm

(3)
(4)

For each transaction with the allocated loss
of Ploss m , the seller bus sim provides the  im
portion of the total transaction amount. On the
other hand, the buyer bus bim receives the  im
m

portion of the total transaction amount. The l
m
portion of each transaction with t value is the
portion of the system loss in slack bus which is
allocated to that transaction.
Before solving the problem of loss
m
allocation the value of l is not appointed.
Hence, the iteration process is inevitable to find
it. The injected power in system buses with
respect to the available transactions in the
market can be written as follows:
M

Pk    km t m

(8)

The above equation is a linear relation for
each transaction so the share of h transaction
from the injected power to bus k can be
formulated as:

Pkh   kh t h



3

(9)

A typical 3-bus network has been shown in
Fig.1. This network has two generators with a
production of 900 MW. Also, the two available
transactions between the sellers and buyers of
this network are as the following:
T 1  500, 1,100%, 1,80%, 2,20%, l 1 

T 2  400, 3,100%, 1,25%, 2,50%, 3,25%, l 2 

(10)

In this network T1 transaction has a value of
500 MW and considers bus 1 as the seller,
which provides the total required power. The
available loads in bus 1 and bus 2 buy 80 and
20 percentage of the total generated power.

(5)

m 1

m

Where Pk and t are the injected power to bus
k and the traded off MW value of m transaction
respectively. For network buses, the expected
slack bus,  km as follows:
 im if s im  h, i  1,2,..., N sm
 m
if b mj  h, j  1,2,..., N bm
  j
 km  
m
m
m
m
m
m
 i   j if s i  b j  h, i  1,2,..., N s , j  1,2,..., N b

0 otherwise

(6)

Fig.1. A typical 3-bus network

Also T2 transaction with a value of 400 MW
and considering bus 3 as the seller provides the
total required power. The available loads in bus
1 and bus 3 buy 25 and 50 percentage of this
total generated power. According to the
transactions, the nodal injection for bus 1 is as
given below:
 1mt m  100%  80%t 1   25%t 2  0.2t 1  0.25t 2
2

For slack bus we have:
 im  l m if sim  h, i  1,2,..., N sm
m m
if b mj  h, j  1,2,..., N bm
l   j
m
k   m m m
m
m
m
m
 i   j  l if si  b j  h, i  1,2,..., N s , j  1,2,..., N b
m
l otherwise

m1

1

(7)

(11)

In this equation, t is the measure of the first
transaction’s power and t2 is the second
transaction’s power.
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3. The proposed strategy for transmission loss
allocation in bilateral or multilateral
transaction-based markets
In power networks, the total loss is due to the
power flows in the transmission lines. In fact,
the total loss is the sum of the losses of all
transmission lines. Suppose the power flow
results, state estimation for an n-bus network
with its topology are available. Subsequently,
n

using the sending and receiving power
equations of a transmission line and its relation
to the produced transmission losses, the share
of each bus’ loss can be calculated.
The detailed process of the share of each bus
from the total transmission losses have been
discussed in [17]. Accordingly [17], the share
of bus k from the total losses of network can be
calculated as shown below:
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On the other hand, the total losses of a
transaction are equal to the sum of the share of
transaction participants in network buses. Also,
network buses may be available in other
transactions. Using the Eq.(9), the share of
transaction m from the injected power to bus k
can be calculated. So, the share of transaction m
in producing the losses in bus k using the Eq.(9)
and principle of proportional division is as
follows:

Ploss k (transactio n m)  Ploss k 

(12)

 kmt m
M

  kmt m

(13)

m1

Now, the total losses of the transaction m are
the sum of its participant losses in network buses:
n
 kmt m
Ploss (transactio n m)   Ploss k  M
(14)
k 1
  kmt m

Fig. 2. The flowchart of the proposed method

m1
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Fig. 3. A typical 3-bus system and the power flow results under transaction 3

As mentioned before, owing to the absence
m
of l value, an iteration process should be done
to obtain its value. Figure 2 shows a flowchart
of the proposed method.
4. Numerical results
A 3-bus system for loss allocation to the available
transactions has been shown in Fig.3.
Also, the required data and the results of
power flow of the mentioned system are
illustrated in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Two
different cases are listed. Note that the power
flow solution and loss allocation results in
Table 2 and hence the total system losses are
the same for all five cases.
Case 1
1
T  500, 1,100%, 1,40%, 2,60%, l 1

T

2



 400, 3,100%, 1,75%, 3,25%, l 
2

Case 2



 400, 1,50% , 3,50% , 1,25%, 2,75%, l 
 100, 1,100% , 3,100%, l 

T 1  400, 1,50%, 3,50%, 1,100% , l 1
T

2

T3

2

3

Table 3 shows the results of the loss
pertaining to the cases. The negative loss
allocated to them can be justified by using the
principle of mutual and parallel flow effect.
Figure 4 shows the flow of transmission lines
with respect to the available transactions.
Consider case 3 in which 100 MW is
transmitted from bus 1 to bus 3. As can be seen,
this transaction leads to the production of flows
in a direction opposite to that of dominant flows
and a reduction in the total losses of the
network. So, the negative loss allocation has
been appointed to transaction 3.

Table 1. The data of the typical 3-bus system
Line From Bus
to Bus
1-2
1-3
2-3

R (%)

X (%)

B (%)

0.02
0.03
0.02

0.08
0.12
0.06

0.0025
0.0025
0.0025

Table 2. The results of power flow in typical 3-bus system
Bus.
No
1
2
3

Voltage

Angle

PG(MW)

QG(MVAr)

PD(MW)

QD(MVAr)

500
0.00
413.93
913.93

176.81
50.000
46.5300
273.24

500
300
100
900

100
100
30
230

1.04
-5.0188
0.984
-7.6843
1.04
0.0000
Total Sum

Table 3. The results of loss allocation to transactions
Allocated loss
1
T Transaction
2
T Transaction
3
T Transaction

Case 1
6.4651
7.4746
0.000

Case 2
4.875
11.4801
-2.4375
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, the problem of loss allocation in
power systems has been studied and a new
method to combat loss allocation in contractbased markets has been proposed. First the loss
relations of a transmission line with respect to
bus injected currents and the share of each bus
from the mentioned transmission line losses was
determined. Then, this method was applied to the
entire network’s transmission lines and the share
of each bus from the total losses was determined.
The proposed method was based on the main
network relations and no simplifying assumption
was used. The proposed method was tested on a
typical 3-bus system. The results showed the
precision of the method in loss allocation. In
fact, the simplicity of the method used the main
relations of the network and injected power into
the buses. This propelled the market participants
towards the loss reduction. The location of the
generators and the loads in the network,
compatibility with the power flow results and
appropriate algorithm are the main features of
the proposed method.
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